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ABSTRACT - The problem of radioactive waste management is both scientifically and 
technically complex and also deeply emotional issue. In the last twenty years the first two 
aspects have been mostly resolved up to the point of safe implementation. In the Republic of 
Slovenia, certain fundamentalist approaches in politics and the use of radioactive waste problem 
as political marketing tool, make things even more complex. Public involvement in planning and 
development of radioactive waste management program must be perceived as essential for the 
success of the program. Education is a precursor to public comprehension and confidence which 
lead to adequate waste management decisions that will protect the public health, safety and 
environment without jeopardizing further progress and development. 

POVZETEK - Problem ravnanja z radioaktivnimi odpadki je znanstveno in tehnološko zelo 
zapleten, predstavlja pa tudi globoko emocionalno vprašanje. Prvi dve vprašanji so razrešili v 
zadnjih dvajsetih letih do ravni varne uporabnosti. V Republiki Slovenci je zloraba problema 
ravnanja z radioaktivnimi odpadki v politične namene še dodatno upočasnila razreševanje 
problema. Vpliv javnosti na planiranje ravnanja z radioaktivnimi odpadki je nujen pogoj za 
uspešen razvoj tega področja. Samo z intenzivnim izobraževanjem javnosti, ki je predpogoj za 
razumevanje problema, in medsebojnim zaupanjem stroke in javnosti je možno doseči ustrezne 
odločitve v zvezi z ravnanjem z radioaktivnimi odpadki v interesu varstva okoUa, varnosti in 
nemotenega razvoja. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The problem of radioactive waste management is both scientifically 
and technically complex and also deeply emotional issue. In the last twenty 
years the first two aspects have been mostly resolved up to the point of safe 
implementation. Even in the case of spent fuel or high level radioactive waste 
final repositories are not available at the moment, more due to the fact that 
for the time being they are not needed, titan due to lack of knowledge to 
construct them. In the Republic of Slovenia, a small country barely being 
introduced to democratic concepts and striving for recognition, certain 
fundamentalist approaches in politics and use of the problem of radioactive 
waste as a political marketing tool, make things even more complex. 
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2.0 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW - AN EXAMPLE 
OF NEGLECTED RESPONSIBILITY 

Although small amounts of radioactive waste are produced in research 
institutes, hospitals and industry, a major source of radioactive waste in 
Slovenia is Nuclear Power Plant KrSko. Krško project was originally 
supposed to be the beginning of very ambitious Yugoslav nuclear program. 
At that time, during the seventies, the radioactive wast« management policy 
was also of general Yugoslav interest, concern and responsibility. When 
construction of nuclear facilities was banned in 1987, the radioactive waste 
policy had become a problem of republics of Slovenia and Croatia because 
these two republics owned the only nuclear power plant in the country. 
According to the agreement between the governments of Croatia and 
Slovenia, a Project team, responsible for preliminary activities and 
preparation of all necessary documents and licences for construction of final 
repository for low and intermediate activity waste, was established within 
organization of NPP Krško. During last six years conceptual design for 
shallow ground and tunnel type repository was prepared, together with 
preliminary safety assessments for both types of repository - to name just a 
few among more than ninety documents produced. Preliminary screening was 
performed, based on available geological, seismic, hydrogeological and other 
relevant data defining suitable candidate macro locations for final repository 
according to recommendations of International Atomic Energy Agency 
combined with methods successfully implemented in some western countries. 
Preliminary results have indicated that suitable locations for final repository 
are available in both Republics. 

In January 1991, the Slovenian Republic Administration for Nuclear 
Safety issued "Guidelines for the Low and Intermediate Level Radwaste 
Repository Site Selection in Slovenia". According to the Guidelines the site 
selection procedure is executed in four steps taking into consideration forty 
three criteria. In the first step unacceptable areas are excluded according to 
seven criteria such as National parks, flood areas, active geological faults etc. 
The result of the first step is Identification of acceptable areas which are not 
ranked. In the second step acceptable areas are screened according to 
additional twenty one preference criteria and the result is a number of 
potential sites which are still not ranked. Potential sites are ranked during 
the third step based on additional fourteen preference criteria. In the fourth 
step three to five candidate sites are Investigated in detail on location to 
confirm the proper selection. One of the confirmed sites will be chosen for 
the repository. After each step findings are reviewed by assigned Review 
Commission and results are presented to the public. 

In February this year the second step results were reviewed and public 
announcment was made for thirty-six potential locations covering the total 
area of 896 hectares situated In eastern and north-eastern parts of Slovenia. 
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It should be noted that the public reaction after the announcement was 
much milder as compared to the reaction after the presentation of the first 
step results in June 1990. The third step studies are under way and should 
be concluded this year. The breaking point of the selection process will be 
the announcement of three to five candidate sites for the final repository 
after public presentation of the results of the step three. At that point 
vigorous negative public reaction is to be expected. If the level of ecological 
consciousness of Slovenian people is high enough to understand the 
obligation of all to dispose the waste, including the radioactive waste, in 
controlled and civilised manner, the process will continue with detailed 
investigations of candidate sites. The direct prerequisite for such a 
development is clear standpoint of the Slovenian Government, Assembly and 
ecologists indicating the firm intention to build the repository as a part of 
changing the attitude towards surroundings. If the concept of nonrealistic 
export of wastes prevails again, the whole process will be either put on hold 
or, even worse, a new cycle of site selection process will be started again. The 
worst possible development would be to leave the tilings as they are and 
presenting the problem as the one which cannot be solved. 

The similar approach as in Slovenia was undertaken by the Republic 
of Croatia. When technical and scientific work is completed in both 
republics, political choice should be made concerning the final selection. At 
the moment all options are still open. Taking into the account political 
circumstances it seems reasonable to predict that both republics will end up 
constructing their own repository. Such development, judged from 
technological and financial standpoint, is not optimal, but in view of the 
problems in the area of public acceptance it is quite logical. 

Despite of considerable effort and investment of more than million 
dollars for the described preliminary activities the Project team was never 
publicly accepted. Unfortunately, radioactive waste management is still 
understood in Slovenia as an exclusive problem of nuclear power plant 
instead of being discussed and resolved within the scope of waste 
management at the state level. For this reason both governments of Croatia 
and Slovenia founded last year Radioactive Waste Management Agencies, 
reporting directly to the government, what can be optimistically understood 
as a positive and responsible involvement of both governments in resolution 
of an important ecological problem. 

Although being In more favourable formal position in the eyes of 
public than the Project team, Slovenian Radioactive Waste Management 
Agency is facing a serious, long term effort to overcome the public distrust 
Most importantly, the Agency will be successful only if it is recognized by the 
public as a needed and welcome service and certainly not as a representative 
of any industry. 
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3.0 CONCLUSION - IS THERE ANY HOPE ? 

Based on the experience gained during the last five years and 
gathered information describing the similar efforts all over the world, it 
seems that Slovenia is slowly recognizing the need to develop a long term 
commitment to build a society that can make informed choices concerning 
development, energy and environment. Public involvement in planning and 
development of radioactive waste management program must be perceived 
as essential for the success of the program. Education is a precursor to the 
public comprehension and confidence which lead to adequate waste 
management decisions that will protect the public health, safety and 
environment without jeopardizing further progress and development 
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